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Prelim:ina~ 

Redistributi ve effects of discretionary and auto:inatic tax .1221)cies 

The direct personal income taxation is considered one of the most important 

instruments for policies of income redistribution. Accordingly numerous 

studies of the redistributive effects of taxation in different countries 

have appeared. These studies have mostly confined themselves to a earn

parison between observed income distribution before tax and observed in-

come distribution after tax. Mostly the comparisons are made on o. time· 

series basis, whereby changes in redistributive effects over time can be 

observed. However, by this approach notbing can be said about what brought 

about the changes. And as no underlying structural relations are estab

lished the studies are of little help vhen it comes to forecasting, and to 

evaluating the "redistributive pover" of different policy measures. 

In our vork on the redistributive effects of Swedish personal in

come taxation since 1951 ve have tried to deal vith the last mentioned 

problems by a simulation approach. This paper lS a preliminary report 

on some of the results obtained. 

The model used 

Our basic tool of investigation is a simulation model of the S"\Jedish system 

for personal incorr:e taxation. The mode l is present ed 1n [ 3], vhere i t 1ms 

used for an investigation of revenue effects of automatic and discretionary 

fiscal policy measures. In the model the 1ncome distribution befm'e tax 

as vell as the relevant public parameters appear explicitly as exogeneous 

variables, vhile income distribution after tax is endogeneausly determ:i.ned 

in the model. The income earners have been partitioned in categories, such 

that all rnembers of a category are treated approximately equal by the tax

lavs. We have been able to obtain observations of before tax income distr:i.-

butions for each of these categories each year in the period 1951-1971. 

This enables.us to assess not only the overall redistributive eff'ects but 

also the redistributive effects within and betveen categories. 

Representatic::n of income di~tributions_ 

The income distributions are represented by a measure of inequalit~r sug-· 

gested by Atkinson [l]. The measure (I) lS defined as 
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where N = the total number of income earner s 

x. = l n come of the i:th income earner 
l 

~ = me an in come 

E - parameter 

If vre confine ourselves to conventional measures they all glve the same 

ordering of income distributions as long as the dj_stributjons have non
. t . L . . . l ) . . ' t ll h lntersec lng orenz-curves, whlch ls equ2valent to saylng cha a t e 

conventional measures order distributions in accor-:'lance 1ri th Dalton 1 s 

principles of transfers. The choice of measure is hm-revcr important ·as 

soon as we are dealing with distributions with intersecting Lorenz--curves. 

As each measure is focussed on a special aspect of a distrib1rtion, two 

measures in this c ase often come out vri th different orderings of distri

butions. Therefore it is a common practice to use tvo or three different 

measures of inequali ty, Hhere each measure is s upposed to take ca1·e of 

its aspect. This method, that has been suggested by Dalton, can be used 

ln a more systematic manner by applying Atkinson 1 s measure. The measure 

lS namely parametric, so that the focus of it can be shifted by a change 

ln the parameter. Another interesting and useful feature of the measure 

lS its linkage to a social w-elfare function. 

Redistributive effect of taxation 1952-1911 -------r--

The model has been used for computing lncome inequalities before and after 

tax 1952-1911 for all income earners, and for the fol ~owing categories of 

lncome earners: 

(I) Single persons younger than 61 

(II) Il Il old er than 61 

(III) Jointly assesscd men (wife not assessed) 

(IV) Il 11 couples (both parties assessed) 

The results arepresentedin diagram l (c= 0,8) and diagram 2 (r.:= 2.0 

In the diagrams we have indicated the ranking of the categories with respect 

to income equali ty before tax ( bracketed ordinal number belovr the dotted 

line) and arter tax ( bra.cketed ordinal number above the solid line). 

l)_ 'l':he equivalence is established by a Lemma by Hardy, I.ittlevrood & Po1ya, 
and properties of b:i.stocl1astic matrixes, see [ 2 ]. 
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Generally there are only minor variations in the 1neasure during the 

period 1952-1964 . After 1964 the overall impression is, that the gap be

hreen the curves widens. One can obserye that the tax r eforms 1966 and 

1971 both have increased the redist ribut ive effect of the tax system. The 

strongest effect 1s given by the 1971 reform. The rest of the increase 

can be explained by higher local t ax rates and, to some extent, by auto

matically increasing redistribution. 

On the category level several interesting observations can be made 

1n connection with the rankings for E = 0.8 and E = 2 .0. For category II 

the ranking generally 1 s better for t = 2. O than for E == O .8 . . 'l'his indicate 

that the di stribution of incomes in the category 1s relatively more equal 

in the l ower braekets than in the higher bracl\:ets. It can a l so be seen 

that tbe progression 1s sharper in this category than in the others. As 

soon as the category 1 s not ranked as number one with respect to i nc ome 

equality before tax the ranking is i mproved by tax redistribut ion. 

For c at egory III i t is seen that the redistributive effect of the 

1971 tax reform was relatively smaller 1n the lover income braekets than 

in the higher. This c an be inferred from the fact that the ta.x syst em im

proves the ranking for E = 0,8 but l eaves the ranking unchanged for E = 2 . 0. 

In category IV for E = 2.0 the r edi stributive effect of the tax system is i m· 

proved each year after 1964 . . Measured by E= 0.8 the redi stributive effect 

is improved only 1966 and 1971, vlhen we had ma.J or tax reforms . The inter

pretation of this is that the redistributive effect has increased continous

ly in the lower income brackets, while for the higher income brackets, the 

increase has occurred only vlhen the statutory rates of the state tax have 

been changed . A similar pattern can be observed in the other categories. 

It can be explained by the fact that the l ocal government t ax has its 

progression part in the lower income brackets . The heavy 1ncreases 1n 

the l ocal tax rates have therefore increased redistribution just in these 

braekets. 

Dis_cretionary and automatic tax policies 

Simulation in the 1971 system 

The most important deduction at both state and local assessment is the 

basic tax deduct i on , that 1s allowed initially to each income earner by 

an amount c f l, 500 S'.l. er . For an i ncome (X) high er t han 30 000 Sw . er . the 

äeduction j s r educed by 0.2(X- 30 000) Sw . cr . 1 ) 

l) Thi s element was introduced 1n the 1971 reform. 
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We shall consider the redistributive effect of an increase in the 

leve l ( lj. 500 Sw. er. l of this deduction. It is easy to see that this 

parameter change has both positive and negative effects on the redistribu

tion. The income earners can roughly be divided in three groups according 

to their relative gains on the change. Firstly, one group where the ln

comes are so low that one cannot use the whole deduction. Secondly, we 

have t ho se \vho can use and are allm.,red to use the deduction. rl'hirdly, 

there is a group where the 1ncomes are so high that they are not allm.,red 

to make the deduction. The parameter change does improve the position 

of the middle groups relative the tvo others. Within the middle group 

those at the bottom make the relatively largest gains. 

The overall effect of the parameter change can be estimated by 

simulation in the tax model. (We have in [3] described how budget 

effects of specific parameter changes are sim1fiated in the tax model. 

The present simulations are carried out analogously.) The qualitative 

results of a simulated increase in the level of the basic tax deduction 

can he seen in table l. The positive effect deminates the picture. Hov

ever in the old age categories the gain of the middle group relative the 

Table l. Effects on income equality after tax of an increase J_n the level 

of the basic tax deduction 

Category 

Single persons younger than 67 
without children 

Single persons older than 67 

Jointly assessed men (wife not 
assessed) 

Jointly assessed couples (both 
parties assessed) younger than 
67, with children 

Jointly assessed couples (both 
parties assessed) younger than 
67, without children 

Jointly assessed couples (both 

E = 0.8 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

parties a3sessed) olde r than 67 + 

Total + 

E = 1.2 E = 2.0 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

-l- + 

+ + 
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group with the lowest lncome lS important enough to bring about negative 

overall effects. For jointly assessed old people, the estimated overall 

effect, however, differs with different values of E. For higher values E, 

the measure lS more sensitive to changes in the lower income brackets, and 

the negative effect dominates. 

The statutory marginal tax rates at state assessment 

The tax sehedule at state assessment is a stepwise linear function of 

taxable lncome. Figure l illustrates an increase of the statutory marginaJ 

tax rate within a specific braeket (bracket 2 in the f'igure). The eff'ect 

of the increase with respeet to redistribution can be subdivided in four 

eoumponents: Two are working for inereased redistribution: 

l. Within the braeket, where the tax is degressive, the increased marginal 

tax rate gives higher progression. 

2. Disposable lneome ln braeket t-vw and bigher braekets is diminished while 

disposable lneome ln braeket one and belovr is unehanged. People with 

lo-vr ineome thus inerease their share of total disposable ineome. 

The follo~.ving two cornponents are working for diminished redistribu-

tion: 

3. Within each braeket above braeket 2 tax lS increased while the marginal 

tax rate is uncbanged, which gives a lo-vrer progression wi t hin the higher 

brackets. 

4. The relative weight of the tax change lS decreasing after braeket 2. 

Table 2 gives the effect of simulated ehanges ln the 1971 statutory 

marginal tax rates. 

The results differ with different categories. The lower the mean in

come of the category the lower the braeket where the positive redistributive 

effects first begin to dominate. 
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Figure l. Increase of the statut_ory marginal tax rate 

within a specific bzacket 
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Table 2. Redistributive effect (Eositive or negative } by simulated cha~es in the statutor~rginal 

tax rates 1971 (state assessment) 

Catezor;y:* 

Braekets of Statutory Single persons Single persons Jointly as-.:- Jointly as-
assessed in- marginal younger than older than 67 sessed men sessed couples 
come tax rate 67, without (wife not with children 
(thousands at state children as ses sed)_ 
of Sw . er.) assessment € € € € -.-

0.8 1.2 2.0 0.8 1.2 2.0 o.s 1.2 2 .0 0,8 1,2 2 . 0 
-

o - 15 lO - + + + + + 

15 - 20 16 + + + + + + - - - + + + 

20 - 30 22 + + + + + + - - + + + + 

30 - 52 28 + + + + + -'- + + + + + + 

* '.rhe total effect is ahrays positive. 

--..1 
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Table 3. Redistributi ve effect of the 19'{1 reform and a siml}lated_incr_ea_se 

iEi: 4 percentage units) of the local tax rates 

Change 1n the measure of equal ity after 

1ncrease in the local 
tax r eform tax rate 

E: = 0.8 0.0042 0.0068 

E: = 1.2 0.0046 0.0093 

E: = 2.0 0,0052 o' 0140 

Local t ax rates 

The local tax is degressive. An increase in the rate does therefore always 

increase redistribution. This was reinforced by the new construct ion 

of the basic tax deduction in the 1971 reform. After 1971 changes in the 

local tax rates therefore have a very strong impact on redistribution. 

This is illumina.ted by table 3 where the effect on Atkinson 1 s measure of 

a simulated increase in the local tax rate is campared with the effect of 

the 1971 reform. The manipulation of the local tax rate has more impact 

on the measure than the tax reform bad . 

Automatic redistribution 

Redistribution is unaffected by a proportional increase of each i n

dividual income if and only if on the micro-level the r elation between 

1ncome after tax (y) and income before tax (x) is of the form y= bxa . 

During the f i fties and the sixties the tax schedules were roughly of this 

form. Thus simulated propertionate changes of individual incomes have 

small irnpact on tax redistribution. The 1971 reform, howevE:r, broke the 

relat ion of eonstant elasticity b etween income before tax and income after 

tax. Thi s reform thus brought to the system a n element of automat. ically 

increasing redistribution. That is, a propertionate increase of all in

cornes before tax gives rise to a considerable increase in the redistri

butive effect of the tax syst em. A change in the general l evel of nominal 
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lncome by 50 % glves automatically the same lncrease ln the redistributive 

effect as was achieved by the discretionary measures taken in 1971. This 

can be seen in table 4. 

Table 4. Chan_~s in the measure of inequali ty by the 1971 tax reform 

and a propertionate increase of all incomes by 50 % 

Tax reform Increase l n leve l of l neomes 

s = 0.8 o. 001>2 0.0032 

s = 1.2 0,0046 0,0049 

s = 2.0 0.0052 0.0081 

Q~~~~~i~~~-~~!~~~~_!Q~-~~~~~!~~~ 

The simulation experiment includes a ranking of maJor public parameters 

according to their liredistributive powertf. The ranl:ing is made on the 

basis of observed redistributive effects from simulated changes ln the 

public parruneter s . To get a cornmon basis for the camparisans the changes 

are made so as to give the same budget effect (100 million Sw.cr.) for 

each parameter. The results appear ln table 5. As could be expected 

the ranking depends on the value of s. However, the internal ranking 

of the statutory marginal tax rates ln the different rate braekets is 

on a priori grounds invariant for changes in s , vrhich gives the ranking a 

certain stability. 

Another type of comparison lS made in table 6, :from which it appears 

that an increase of the local tax rate with one percentage unit g ives the 

same redistributive effect as an increase of the statutory marginal tax 

rate by 2.8 percentage units in the braeket 30 000 - 52 000 Sw.cr., or an 

increase by 14 percentage units in the braeket 70 000 - 100 000 Sw .cr. 

Automatic redistribution gives this effect at an increase of income before 

tax by 22 %. (All these relations hold when s= 0 . 8. ) The impression that 

normal changes of the income level and the local tax rate give the same 

redistributive effect as a major tax reform is thus confirmed. 
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Table 5. Effects on the measure of inequality of parameter and lncome 
-1 ' ' - . . . ' - . " 

changes glvlng 100 million Sv. er. in revenue effect 

Rank i ng for Required c hang e for a revenue effect 

E:=0.8 E:=l.2 t::=2.0 
of 100 million Sw. er. 

*lO O l l l 6.13 percentage units (increase) 

*70 - · 100 2 2 2 6.25 " " 11 

*52 70 3 4 4 3.84 " " 11 

Rate of re-
ductian l D 
bas i c tax 
deduction 4 3 3 2.6 " 11 " 

*30 - 52 5 5 5 1.05 11 " 11 

*20 - 30 6 6 6 0.78 11 11 11 

*15 - 20 7 7 7 0.93 " 11 " 

Maximal old 
ag e penslon 
fe e 8 8 9 81 Sw.cr. (increase) 

Loc al tax rate 9 9 8 0.11 percentage units ( increase) 

Rate of old 
ag e penslon 
fe e lO 10 13 0.56 percentage units ( decreas e) 

Leve l of basic 
tax deduction l l 12 11 5r( Sw. er. (increase) 

*O - 15 12 11 lO 0.20 11 11 (increase) 

Level of l n come 13 13 12 Ch ange of mean income by 0.15 per 

* Statutory marginal tax rate. Rate braekets indicated ln thousands of 
Sw.cr. 

cent 
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'l'able 6. Policies and income cha~s gi_vin~e same ef fec:t on the measure 

a s doe s a n i ncrease of t he local t ax r ate b]~: one percentag_e u~it 

Increase in 

local tax rate 

1ncome leve l 

rate of r eduetion 1n 
basie tas deduction 

maximal old age 
penslon fee 

*70 - 100 

*30 52 

E: = 0.8 

1 percentage 
unit (p. u .) 

22 % 

7.8 p.u. 

640 Sw . er. 

14 p.u . 

2.8 p.u. 

E: = 1 .2 E: = 2.0 

l pereentage l pereentage 
U..."1it ( p. u.) unit (p. u . ) 

20 % 1.8 % 

7.3 p.u. 7. ) p.u. 

624 Sw. er. 696 Sw. er. 

15. 4 p .u. 20 .8 p. u. 

2.9 p.u. 3. 75 p.u; 
-----

* Statutor y ma r gina l tax rates. 
of Sw. er. 

Rate braekets i ndi cated 1n thousands 
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Diagram l. Income eguali ties ac;_cordi!Jg ~o Atkinson 1 s measure (E= O. 8) 

for different categories duri~~eriod 1952-1971 

Category : Single persons younger than' 67 
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Diagram l (continued) 

Category : Single persons older than 67 
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Diagram l (continued) 

Category: Jointly assessed men (wife not assessed ) 
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Diagram l ( continued) 

Category: Jointly assessed couples (both parties assessed ) 
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Diagram l (continued) 

Category: Total 
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Diagram 2. Income eguali t_ies according to Atkinson' s~easur_e ( s=2 ._gj_ 

for different categories duri~_g_!_fte period 12_22-19]1 

Category: Single persons younger than 67 
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Diagram 2 (continued) 

Category: Single persons older than 67 
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Diagram 2 (continued) 

Category: Jointly assessed men (wife not assessed) 
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Diagram 2 (continued ) 

( Category : Jointly assessed couples (both parties assessed ) 
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Diagram 2 (continued ) 

Category : Total 
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